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Global change and the Scandinavian wildlife community
– answers provided by long-term hunting bag data

Species interactions and climate change:
Top-down and bottom-up cascades over large spatial and temporal scales

Bodil Elmhagen
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Effects on wildlife
• changes in conditions and species interactions
• could be additive, synergistic or compensatory ("buffering")

Why hunting bag data & What hunting bag data?

Sweden’s 19th century history
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Large carnivore triggered mesopredator release of red fox

Red foxes killed

19th century Sweden: Did large carnivore decline cause
mesopredator release of red fox?
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Hypothetical model based on
known associations
Is the model supported
by historical data?

Elmhagen & Rushton 2007 Ecology Letters

- 0.324

Result
Large carnivore decline was
associated with red fox increase
- in productive ecosystems

Elmhagen & Rushton 2007 Ecology Letters
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Large carnivores in the north:
Is facilitation more important than fear?

Large carnivore triggered mesopredator release of red fox
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Result
Large carnivore decline was
associated with red fox increase
- in productive ecosystems
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Elmhagen & Rushton 2007 Ecology Letters

Large carnivores in the north:
Is facilitation more important than top-down suppression?

Large carnivores in the north:
If anything, facilitation is more important

Hypotheses for:
Long-term trends (1846-1922)
Year-to-year dynamics (1880-1911)

Results for:
Long-term trends (1846-1922)

Year-to-year dynamics (1880-1911)

Khalil et al 2014 Oecologia

Observed changes among birds
(incl. anecdotal data)
Roe deer

Badger

Jackdaw

Expansion/increase
• 40% of southern birds
• 3% of northern birds
Retreat/decline
• 48% of northern birds
• 20% of southern birds
Bottom-up drivers, e.g.
• Climate change
• Land-use change
• Human infrastructure

Bottom-up boreal community change since the 19th century
Snap trapping data: disruptions in
grey-sided vole dynamics 1971-2015
Trapping index

Bottom-up boreal community change since the 19th century

Khalil et al 2014 Oecologia

Size of red fox bag in Sweden
Yearly fluctuations in fox growth rate
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Bag statistics from 1960-2010 reflects northern expansion

Elmhagen et al. 2015. Ambio

Elmhagen et al 2011 Ann Zool Fenn; Elmhagen et al. 2015 Ambio;
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Bottom-up boreal community change since the 19th century
Observed change:
• Changed dynamics in small rodents
and their predators

Periodically disrupted (”fading”) cycles

Combined effect on red fox of lynx decline, land use change and
climate warming? Can lynx compensate bottom-up change?
Agricultural landscape common in the
1800s
2000s

Norrström
drainage basin

Bottom-up drivers, e.g.
• Climate change
(snow conditions and modified
interactions with small mustelids)
• Land-use change

Photo: T Meijer

Lynx decline, cropland increase, fox increase
Temperature increase by 1.6°C
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Hypothetical changes in fox density over 220 years due to
top-down (lynx) and bottom-up (climate, land use) change
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Elmhagen et al. 2015 Ecology and Society

Hypothetical changes in fox density in response to
top-down and bottom-up change over 220 years
To ”buffer” (compensate for)
climate warming, lynx density
would have to increase by 79%
from 2010 to 2050.

Pasanen-Mortensen et al. 2017 Journal of Animal Ecology

Pasanen-Mortensen et al. 2017 Journal of Animal Ecology

Top-down and bottom-up in an anthropogenic world?

Summary
Bag statistics

Density-mediated (numbers, demography)
Behaviourally mediated (risk landscape)

tritrophic cascades

• Bag statistics can provide a ”piece
of the puzzle”, complementing
other scientific approaches

mesopredator cascades

Large carnivore effects likely
to be weak because:

• Long-term and large-scale data
(which often are lacking?)
Scandinavian examples suggest
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• Mesopredators can be subject to
top-down suppression (fox) and/or
facilitation (wolverine)

• We counteract some effects

anthropogenic
effects

• Lack of tolerance for required
carnivore densities
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Effects most likely
landscape alteration affects resource abundance

• In low productive landscapes
(rel. few carnivores needed)
• Behavioural effects
(rel. few carnivores needed)

Kuijper et al. 2016 Proceedings Royal Society B
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• Substantial bottom-up change
favours southern species
• Top-down buffering may be
difficult in practice, due to
substantial bottom-up change
and stakeholder interests

Thanks to all co-authors!
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